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Abstract. A new, general formalism to include experimental data in revised stellar rates is
discussed, containing revised uncertainties. Application to the s-process shows that the actual
uncertainties in the neutron capture rates can be larger than would be expected from the
experimental errors alone. As a specific example for how astrophysical conclusions can depend
on the approach selected to derive stellar rates, the 151Eu/(151Eu+153Eu) abundance ratio from
AGB star models is presented. Finally, a recommended workflow for the derivation of stellar
rates from experiment is laid out.
1. Introduction
The estimate of uncertainties in the astrophysical reaction rates included in extended reaction
networks is essential for nucleosynthesis studies to disentangle uncertainties stemming from the
astrophysical model from those of the nuclear input. Most of the rates included in complete
rate libraries are not experimentally constrained and thus prone to theoretical uncertainties
which are difficult to assess [1]. On the other hand, experimental efforts over decades have
provided reaction cross sections (CS) along the line of stability. Measurements of neutron
captures for the s-process have been especially successful because there is no Coulomb barrier
in such reactions which would prevent data to be taken in the astrophysically important energy
range. Experiments studying only reactions on the ground state (g.s.) of a nucleus cannot always
constrain the stellar rate well, even at s-process temperatures [2, 3]. In a stellar environment,
nuclei are also present in excited states and thus a measurement of the g.s. reaction only
constrains a fraction of the actual stellar rate. Excited state contributions to stellar rates are
especially pronounced for nuclei with low-lying excited states or a high inherent nuclear level
density [4], as found in many nuclei participating in s-process nucleosynthesis. This requires a
detailed re-evaluation of the stellar rates and their uncertainties derived from experiment, as it
is not possible by default to assign the same uncertainties as the ones derived for the experiment.
2. Ground- and excited state contributions to the stellar rate
The astrophysical reaction rate r∗ for an interaction between two particles or nuclei in a stellar
environment is obtained by folding the Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution Φ, describing
the thermal c.m. motion of the interacting nuclei in a plasma of temperature T , with a measure
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σ∗ of the probability that the reaction occurs and by multiplying the result with the number
densities na, nA, i.e., number of interacting particles in a unit volume,
r∗ =
nanA
1 + δaA
∫ ∞
0
σ∗(E)Φ(E, T ) dE =
nanA
1 + δaA
R∗ . (1)
The stellar reactivity (or rate per particle pair) is denoted by R∗. To avoid double counting of
pairs, the Kronecker symbol δaA is used. Depending on temperature and nuclear level structure,
a fraction of nuclei is present in an excited state in the plasma, instead of being in the ground
state (g.s.). The relative contribution Xi of a specific level i to the total stellar rate r
∗ is given
by [2]
Xi(T ) =
2Ji + 1
2J0 + 1
e−Ei/(kT )
∫
σi(E)Φ(E, T )dE∫
σeff(E)Φ(E, T )dE
. (2)
For the g.s. (i = 0), this simplifies to [5]
X0(T ) =
∫
σ0(E)Φ(E, T )dE∫
σeff(E)Φ(E, T )dE
. (3)
The effective cross section appearing above is defined as [4, 6]
σeff(E) =
∑
i
∑
j
2Ji + 1
2J0 + 1
E − Ei
E
σi→j(E − Ei) , (4)
with σi =
∑
j σ
i→j being the sum of partial CS leading to final states j. As usual, CS for
individual transitions σi→j are zero for negative energies.
Although not discussed in further detail here, it is worth mentioning that also weak
interactions and decays are affected by thermal population of excited states and similar quantities
can be defined for them in complete analogy.
3. Implications for the experimental determination of astrophysical reaction rates
Laboratory measurements can only determine the g.s. CS σexp0 = σ0 (or the CS of a long-lived
isomeric state). This is only sufficient for the determination of the stellar reactivity when the
contribution X0 is close to unity. Designing an experiment, it should be taken care to measure
a reaction with the largest possible X0. This also implies that the reaction should be measured
in the direction of largest X0 [3, 7].
When Xi < 1, only a combination of experimental data and theory can yield a stellar rate.
It is not trivial to find the correct combination to derive the stellar rate as well as its new
uncertainty after σ0 has been measured. Two extreme cases can be found, depending on whether
any errors in the prediction of the g.s. CS are correlated with the theory errors in the σi>0 or not.
The first approach is to assume no such correlation. It leads to the largest uncertainties. It should
be used whenever a detailed theoretical investigation of the deviations between experiment and
theory is missing. Therefore it is the approach of choice for experimentalists or stellar modelers
without further support in reaction theory.
Strictly speaking, the experimental CS can only replace one of the contributions to the stellar
rate while the others remain unconstrained by the data. Approach A starts from the notion that
only measured quantities should be included in the new stellar rate and its uncertainty estimate,
while all other (theoretical) ingredients remain unchanged. Since the stellar reactivity is given
by a weighted sum of reactivities
R∗th =
w0R
th
0 + w1R
th
1 + w2R
th
2 + . . .
w0 + w1 + w2 + . . .
, (5)
where wi = (2Ji+1) exp(−Ei/(kT )) and Ji, Ei are spin and excitation energy of the i-th excited
state, respectively, this implies
R∗new,A =
w0R
exp
0 + w1R
th
1 + w2R
th
2 + . . .
w0 + w1 + w2 + . . .
. (6)
Therein, Rexp0 is the reactivity obtained from folding the experimentally obtained CS on a g.s.
(or isomeric state) with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, similarly as it is done with the stellar
CS σ∗ in equation (1). With the experimentally determined reactivity Rexp0 , equation (6) yields
the (temperature dependent) correction factor f∗A(T ), which has to be applied to the old stellar
reactivity to provide the new R∗new(T ) = f∗A(T )R
∗
th(T ),
f∗A(T ) = 1 +X0(T )
(
Rexp0 (T )
Rth0 (T )
− 1
)
, (7)
containing the ratio between experimental and theoretical g.s. reactivity.
It is important to note that the determination of the rate is closely entwined with its
associated uncertainty or “error” and should never be quoted and used without it. Frequently
used in astrophysics are uncertainty factors U , which assume that the “true” value R∗true of a
(semi-)theoretical reactivity R∗ is in the range UR∗ ≥ R∗true ≥ R∗/U . It is neither trivial to
estimate the theory uncertainty nor the experimental one, especially when it has to be in a
consistent, intercomparable manner. The fundamental differences between error determinations
in experiment and theory are discussed in [1] and appropriate choices are suggested in [2]. Here, it
should just be mentioned that, unlike experimental measurements, theory results cannot usually
be assumed to be randomly drawn from a defined statistical distribution. A theoretical model
or parametrization can simply be inadequate and it is impossible to define a set of statistically
distributed models. Thus, the theory uncertainty is more closely related to a systematic error
and equally difficult to estimate.
Once having estimated the uncertainties in some way, nevertheless, in the above approach
A it is simple to calculate the new uncertainty factor of the stellar rate from a combination of
the uncertainty factor U∗th = U
th
0 of the theoretical stellar reactivity R
∗ and an experimental
uncertainty Uexp = U
exp
0 ≤ U∗th of the measured g.s. contribution1. This yields the uncertainty
factor of the new stellar rate
U∗new,A(T ) = Uexp(T ) + (U
∗
th(T )− Uexp(T ))(1−X0(T )) . (8)
As pointed out in [2], the other extreme approach would be to assume that all theoretical
uncertainties, i.e., also those of the reactions proceeding on excited states, are removed once
the g.s. reactions and their deviation from the predictions have been determined experimentally.
This implies two strong assumptions on theory: (a) the cause of any discrepancy between Rth0
and Rexp0 also causes a similar deviation of the same magnitude in all R
th
i>0, and (b) there are
no further uncertainties in predicted excited state CS. Only when both assumptions are valid,
the same renormalization can be applied to g.s. and excited state transitions, i.e.,
R∗new,B =
w0R
exp
0 + w1R
th
1
Rexp0
Rth0
+ w2R
th
2
Rexp0
Rth0
+ . . .
w0 + w1 + w2 + . . .
=
=
Rexp0
Rth0
× w0R
th
0 + w1R
th
1 + w2R
th
2 + . . .
w0 + w1 + w2 + . . .
. (9)
1 For simplicity, U∗th = U
th
0 is assumed here but a new uncertainty can also be derived rigorously when using
different uncertainties for each Rthi . It is further possible to consider the uncertainty of X0 in U
∗
new. Its impact,
however, is small with respect to the other experimental and theoretical uncertainties [5].
In this approach B, therefore, the renormalization factor f∗B for the stellar reactivity (and rate)
is f∗B = R
exp
0 /R
th
0 , so that R
∗
new,B = f
∗
BR
∗
th, as before. It has to be noted that this is equivalent to
multiplying the measured g.s. reactivity Rexp0 by the so-called stellar enhancement factor (SEF)
fSEF = R
∗
th/R
exp
0 because of assumption (a). Until recently this was the favored approach, even
when nothing was known about the causes of the deviations between prediction and experiment
and also not whether these also apply similarly to reactions from the excited states [8, 9].
The uncertainty for the new stellar rate obtained in approach B is difficult to quantify. Only
if both assumptions (a) and (b) really apply, and only then, it is just the uncertainty of the
measurement. If this is not the case, the uncertainty will be larger. In order to be on the safe
side, it may be advisable to use the error estimate U∗new,A from equation (8) even when using
approach B to derive R∗new,B.
The above two approaches are the two extreme cases. Realistically, the actual stellar rate and
its uncertainty may be anywhere between these two cases. Detailed theoretical investigations
have to be performed separately for each nucleus and each reaction before conclusions can be
drawn from the comparison of the experimental results and the prediction. In the absence
of such a detailed theoretical investigation, it is preferrable to apply the “pessimistic view”
of approach A, contrary to the historical custom of using the seemingly simpler approach B.
Although approach A will lead to larger uncertainties, it encompasses the values of approach B
and thus covers all possibilities.
There are a number of reasons why the uncertainties in the predictions of the transitions
originating on excited states can be different than those of the ones commencing on the g.s. of
the target nucleus. First, it is clearly seen in equation (4) that σeff includes transitions at a
range of relative interaction energies 0 ≤ E − Ei ≤ EG − Ei, where EG is the upper end of the
relevant energy window at each temperature. It is known that the sensitivity of the σi→j are
strongly energy-dependent (see, e.g., [1]) and therefore transitions from excited states (occurring
at lower relative energy) may be sensitive to different nuclear properties than those from the g.s.
For example, for neutron captures in the s-process this can be important mainly for nuclei with
large capture Q-value and high nuclear level densities, for which the neutron widths may become
comparable to or smaller than the γ-widths within the covered energy range. Second, even if the
sensitivities to different widths are not changing, different spins and parities of the excited states
imply different angular momenta and therefore different angular momentum barriers in particle
transitions, and also may give rise to a different selection of electromagnetic multipolarities
in γ-transitions. This may be more important in nuclei with low level densities. The actual
circumstances and sensitivities will be different in each application and have to be thoroughly
investigated for each reaction separately.
4. Impact on the Eu production in the s-process
An illustrative example for the importance of choosing the right approach to derive the stellar
rate from experiment is the reproduction of the abundance ratio R = Y151Eu/YEu found in
meteoritic material [10] and in CEMP stars [11]. Recently, individual mainstream stardust silicon
carbide (SiC) grains and a SiC-enriched bulk sample (KJB) from the Murchison carbonaceous
meteorite have been analyzed for Eu isotopes [10]. The mainstream grains are believed to have
condensed in the outflows of ≈ 1.5 − 3 M carbon-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars
with close-to-solar metallicity and R is determined by the values of the 151Sm(n,γ) rate during
s-processing. There are also abundances available from previous astronomical observations of
carbon-enhanced metal-poor stars enriched in s-process elements [11]. Despite the difference in
metallicity between the parent stars of the grains and the metal-poor stars, the R values derived
from the meteoritic data agree well with those derived from astronomical observations. They
appear systematically higher than the solar value of 0.48 but show large error bars. The new
data from the SiC aggregate KJB, however, provides a more precise result (R = 0.54 ± 0.03,
Figure 1. Evolution of R in the AGB envelope (time from the beginning of the TP-AGB phase)
for two models using the same experimental values [12] for 151Sm(n,γ), but the two approaches
discussed in the text. The shaded area represents the range of results obtained when varying
the rate with the derived uncertainty factors. [This is a modified version of Fig. 4 in [10].]
95% conf.), which is compatible with both the mainstream and the stellar data. It clearly shows
an enhancement with respect to the solar value.
Sensitivity studies find that 151Sm(n,γ)152Sm is the crucial reaction determining R [10].
Although the stellar β-decay rate of 151Sm is only theoretically known, this neutron capture
reaction dominates the uncertainties [10]. A recent measurement of 151Sm(n,γ) constrained
Rexp0 within a few percent [12]. Current s-process predictions using modern AGB models and
including these (n,γ) data, however, cannot reproduce the enhancement in R when choosing the
traditional approach B to derive the stellar rate. Figure 1 shows that, on the other hand, the
results obtained with a rate derived with approach A are consistent with the meteoritic ratio.
It is sometimes stated that the s-process is the nucleosynthesis process with the best
constrained nuclear input (see, e.g., [13, 14]). This statement, however, is based on the
uncertainties in the measured (n,γ) CS. The resulting uncertainties U∗new in the stellar reactivities
and rates may be larger in many cases [2].
5. Conclusion
The revised approach to improve stellar rates with experimental CS presented here allows for
the first time to also consistently discuss how rate uncertainties are affected by the inclusion of
experimental data. In intermediate and heavy nuclei, excited state contributions to the stellar
rate are not negligible even at the comparatively low s-process temperatures and limit the
ability of reaction measurements to constrain the stellar rates. This is even more pronounced in
charged-particle reactions as well as in nucleosynthesis processes at higher temperature.
If nothing else is known, approach A as described above is the recommended method to
derive the stellar rate und its uncertainty. Nevertheless, the best way to derive stellar rates from
experiment is to perform a detailed theoretical study of all transitions and their sensitivities to
nuclear input which contribute in the reaction in question. Only such a study allows to judge
how well the excited state CS are constrained by a measurement of the g.s. CS.
The preferred workflow after having measured σexp0 across the range of astrophysically relevant
energies, therefore, would be the following:
(i) Check whether X0(T ) deviate from unity within the astrophysical temperature range; if
X0 ≈ 1, the stellar rate can be directly calculated from the measured CS and the uncertainty
is given by the experimental one. (X0 can be found in [1, 2, 15].)
(ii) For X0 < 1, if no further theory work is available, use approach A, i.e., determine the new
stellar rate using f∗A from equation (7) and its uncertainty from equation (8). The required
Rth0 can be, e.g., found in [6, 15] but have to be consistent with the renormalized R
∗
th.
(iii) For X0 < 1, if theory work is desired, the transitions on the g.s. and excited states and
their sensitivities have to be studied in detail:
(a) If discrepancies between g.s. prediction and experiment are found to apply similarly to
the excited state transition, use f∗B to derive the stellar rate.
1. If there are no remaining uncertainties (from other sources) in the predicted
transitions from excited states, the final uncertainty of the stellar rate is the
experimental one.
2. If there are further uncertainties but no theory insights on their scaling, use
equation (8) for the uncertainty of the stellar rate.
3. Otherwise, theory should attempt to find an “intermediate” uncertainty factor,
i.e., with a value between those obtained with approaches A and B.
(b) If the theoretical excited state CS cannot be scaled in the same way as the g.s. CS:
1. If there are no further theory insights, use approach A for both stellar rate (from
equation 7) and its uncertainty (equation 8).
2. Otherwise, theory should attempt to find “intermediate” renormalization and
uncertainty factors, i.e., with values between those obtained with approaches A
and B.
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